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Thunderbolt Rocket, stood apart from the crowd.

John Hodges made the pleasant round trip from
Llandrindod Wells on his intriguing 1930 Scott Tourer,
seen here with Harry Greensmith, its original owner.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events listed here are expected
to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee
that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS

Bought from a friend, Richard resisted the
temptation of a full strip down and restoration.
Preserving it rather than restoring it meant that this
wonderful US dealer sticker remained on the rear
mudguard for all to see.

Tuesday August 4th “Breakfast Ride-in” to The
Glasshouse cafe, Holloways, Suckley.
More than a dozen members enjoyed a sunny
morning in the splendid setting of Holloways. There
were plenty of interesting and unusual machines to
talk about.

Some work was required to put the A65 into its
current condition and Richard tells us that “The fuel
tank is Indian and the correct side panels came via
eBay! Other than not having the correct deep
headlamp it’s fairly original, although it may have
had the small two gallons fuel tank when it left the
factory. It has a nice upright riding position, typical
of 1960’s USA bikes.”

Richard Mason’s rare “West Coast” 1964 BSA A65

Thursday Aug 6th - Club Night West - The Greyhound
Hotel, Builth Wells
A small but enthusiastic group enjoyed the first
opportunity to get together since the “Lockdown”.
Roger Bibbings and Geoff McGladdery enjoyed the
ride over from The NW corner of Herefordshire and

When John acquired the Scott, he also acquired a
wonderful photo archive dating back to its
purchase in July 1930.

We’ll let John take up the story from here. “The Scott
is a 1930 Tourer much modified by it's previous
owner. I am effectively it's second owner from new.
The chap I bought it off couldn't bring himself to put
it back to standard after buying it from the 93 year
old previous owner but couldn't keep it the way it
was. I had hoped to keep it as bought but there was
hardly any paint left on the frame. I think it is a
testimony to the riders in days gone by, who
improved these bikes to keep up with trends but
kept within their means. It would be a shame to put
it back to just another example of a standard
model. There are quite a few photos of it when
being used as family transport plus a few of the
events we have enjoyed doing with it.

brakes left a little to be desired when hauling a
pillion about.

needs a wider road to turn round in. As to leg
measurement it would suit a much shorter rider than
me but couldn't put a precise figure on it. All in all,
considering it's age, it is very pleasant to ride and
rarely lets me down to the point of reiterating the first
owner's title of 'Old Faithful'”.
Thursday August 13th – Brightwells Timed Online
Auction of Classic Motorcycles.
£1,130 was paid for this 1955 LE Velo, one of 5, all sold
without reserve.

£3,738 bought this clean and tidy 1960 Royal Enfield
Bullet outfit, with a flat front tyre, but good history
and title.

Very little needed doing to recommission it, the main
things being fork spindles and rear suspension units.
Originally it was bought as a more suitable vintage
bike to use on events two-up as the 1927 Scott

It has grown on me even though it is more difficult to
work on and heavier than the earlier Scott and

The 1976 CB550 Honda and the 1960 TV175
Lambretta, mentioned in previous issues made
£2.818 and £4,037 respectively. (Prices include
commission and VAT). For the full results, click here.
https://www.brightwellslive.com/timedauctions/ind
ex/5025#lotid-486730

Bonhams “Live-on-line” Summer auction. August
15th & 16th
Open to phone, commission and on—line bidders,
this “behind closed doors” 2-day auction, bolstered
by the Morbidelli collection, offered one of the
better catalogues seen in the UK. There was
something for everyone on the Saturday – you could
have taken home a very smart NSU Quickly for £885
or if you happened to have a spare £79,060 you
could have bought a 1935 Brough SS80 to keep it
company. Two very rare Matchless models caught
the eye. This achingly beautiful 1931 “V” four” Silver
Hawk could have been yours for a modest £38,940.

In 1925, in an effort to bolster its commercial
independence and to provide some measure of
individuality, Matchless replaced the ubiquitous “V"
twin JAP with their own 50 degree 982cc engine and
fitted it to their M3/S Sports solo. This very tidy 1925
example didn’t seem expensive at £35,400.

left in the world. Designed to compete with the
similarly powered Brough 5-15, it was only ever
made in small numbers. The beautifully restored
(and
re-constructed)
example
made
a
disappointing £38,940.

Not too sure about the gear lever position – seems
like a long way to reach.

Sunday was devoted mainly, but not exclusively to
the disposal of the Morbidelli collection. Dominated
by historic racing machines, there were still plenty of
post war Italian lightweight road bikes to tempt us.
Cute as a King Charles spaniel puppy, but
(hopefully) less incontinent, you would have to be
heartless not to want to make room in your garage
for this1954 98cc Benelli Letizia. Lightweight (140 lbs)
and quick for its size (45 mph), it could have been
yours for just £4,484.

Featuring an overhead cam 592cc engine and
cantilever rear suspension, the Silver Hawk was surely
the superbike of its era.

Perhaps more famous for its extravagant 8-valve
Anzani engined machines, Montgomery also
catered for those with shallower pockets and less
enthusiasm for spannering. This 1928 side-valve
680cc “Twin 5” model may well be the only one in

Staying with Benelli - for the small matter of £141,600,

You could now be the owner of Dario Ambrosini’s
World championship winning 250cc flier. Ambrosini
won GPs in Switzerland and Italy as well as that
year’s TT.

Of more interest to British race bike collectors, the
(allegedly) TT winning Heron Suzuki 750cc XR11 only
made £53,100 - a surprisingly low figure given its
pedigree. It was perhaps the lack of absolute clarity
over this same pedigree which held down the price.

There is no doubt that the machine is a genuine exworks XR11 – 750cc 2-stroke triple, a model based on
the GT750 roadster and race-developed in the USA.
The predecessors of the legendary RG500, these
XR11s were renowned in equal measure for their
huge power and evil handling. Dubbed the “flexiflyer”, it was 45 years ago that an early XR11 left
Barry Sheene smeared on
the Daytona tarmac with a
catalogue of serious injuries,
too painful to even think
about.
Unfortunately,
having
announced this XR11 as an
ex-Percy
Tait,
ex-John
Williams TT wining bike,
another identical machine emerged with similar
claims.

Bonhams made this new information perfectly
transparent in a catalogue update, leaving any
potential new owner with a conundrum – To buy or
not to buy. What was not in dispute were the factory
records, which show that the bike was issued to
Percy Tait for the 1976 season – “you pays your
money and you takes your chance.”
Whilst prices for Broughs, Vincents and their ilk are
depressed, overall, prices at this auction were strong
and few lots remained unsold. Bonham’s are the
leaders in the field and can attract the best
machinery and the most serious of bidders. Buyer’s
premiums are amongst the highest at 15% of the
hammer price and of course VAT at 20% is charged

on the buyer’s premium. All prices quoted here are
the prices buyers pay to take the machine away. If
you think you are eligible to reclaim the VAT that is a
matter for you, your accountants and the Revenue,
but you have to pay it to the auction house first!
For reasons best known to themselves and in
common with several other auction houses,
Bonhams quote the selling price without this VAT
element in their post-sale reports.
You can see the whole catalogue here, but be
warned it is highly addictive and may well waste
several days of your life!
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/26111/#/!
Sunday Aug 16th – “How many Bridges”.
A small but hardy band assembled in the rain on this
most unseasonal of summer days. Their tenacity was
rewarded with a mostly dry day punctuated with
some bright sunshine.

Jack England brought along his mighty Z1200
Kawasaki, but seemed quite comfortable on the
small, muddy roads that formed the early part of the
ride. Special mention to Rob Woodford who
travelled from his unpronounceable lair at
Llanfihangel-nant-Melan on his Bonneville, adding
another 60 miles to an already long day.
We were joined at the Tintern station coffee stop by
a face who will be familiar to many VMCC, TOMCC
and MCC members. Brian Marsh just happened to
be passing on his much travelled 500cc Triumph.

It does need to be said that those returning through
Ledbury encountered a dramatic storm, which
rather spoiled the latter part of the day!

Thanks to Mick Smith for organising this excellent
ride, which takes us to areas we don’t normally ride,
like the western edge of the Cotswolds. I would
heartily recommend this ride next time it runs.

FUTURE AND CONTINUING EVENTS
Sunday 5th July – Sunday 30th August. - THE COMPASS
RIDE –
The response to this event has been excellent, with
many individuals and small groups tackling the ride.
Fred Spaven thought he might see how his home
brewed electric powered “Charging Bullet” would
handle the challenge…….Read on to find out more.
“Quite a bit of preparation went into the ride: I’d
been meaning to fit a period fairing for some time
and had just acquired a nice one from “fleabay” so
I fitted that, along with a mammoth top box to carry
my fast charger which was carried in the van on the
famous LeJog trip due to it’s bulk.
Unfortunately a lack of painting time meant the bike
would have to do the ride in it’s new ‘Neapolitan’
colour scheme.

Between the new fairing and a few other small mods
the range has crept up from 50 to 60 miles since the
big trip, which gave me a bit of help but it still took
an entire Sunday afternoon poring over OS maps to
find the best route, Herefordshire not being the
natural habitat of public charge points. From my
home in Hereford I’d set out west, meander
clockwise around the border of Herefordshire to Ross
before heading home, with three partial recharges
along the way. Hopefully I could cover 140 miles

and spend about four hours charging before I ran
out of daylight for a silver award.
I waited a week until my diary and the weather
conspired to give me a useable Friday for the
attempt and I set off at 6am with a full charge,
heading west through crisp air with the sun behind
me. I found Arthur’s stone easily enough but the hills
and a missed turning on the way to Whitney toll
bridge left me lower on charge than intended by
the time I reached Kington’s Mill Road Car Park for
an hour’s top up. This left me nervous; the next stage
was a long one at 45 miles – not too much spare for
hills or mistakes!
After a packed lunch/
brekkie I hit the road for
Shobdon fully crouched
behind the new fairing and
holding a steady 40mph.
Blimey,
aerodynamics
make a difference and I
clocked the equivalent of
637mpg on the way to the
airfield! About 30% better
than usual but I still only have 1 pint in the electrical
tank. I made the most of this trick on the long straight
bits, more than offsetting the effect of the hills
around the Goggin (where the bullet covered it’s
8,000th electric mile) and arriving at my workshop
near Bromyard for lunch with plenty of charge to
spare.

The sun came out as I traversed the eastern and
southern stages of the route, stopping for a cuppa

and a charge at a pal’s in Ashperton, and I relaxed
now I had a feel for how the bike was performing on
it’s first long journey since LeJog; I never get it
anywhere near empty just pootling to work! I
thought I knew the roads south of Hereford but still
managed to end up greenlaning a little on a
“shortcut” to Dinedor camp and arriving back
home earlier than expected, at 5.30pm with N,E,S &
W complete as well as 13 points for the planned
silver award.
But wait, I still had time! I plugged the bike in again
and an hour later set off for one more point: an easy
ride out to Weobley and back bagged me a gold
award. I’d spent thirteen hours on the road but only
eight in the saddle leaving plenty of time for vital
cups of tea and sandwiches. The fairing is now a
permanent feature for the trip to work but the heavy
top box came off straight away – it does nothing for
the handling!”
Sunday 16th August July – Sunday 27th September. THE CWMPAS RIDE.
It seems that Roger Bibbings was the first to attempt
THE CWMPAS RIDE and it seems that he enjoyed the
challenge too. “As proof that MZs are good tools for
navigation challenges I had a tough but enjoyable
day's riding yesterday doing the Herefordshire and
Mid-Wales Section's 'Cwmpass Ride' (open till 27th
September
details on
Facebook). I actually visited
all 29 points just for the hell of
it. (You only need 18 for a
'gold'). I covered 389 miles in
total (which included about
40 miles worth of missrouteings and backtracks.) I
left home at 6.30 a.m. on the TS engined ETZ 250,
which is now going very well after dropping the
needle as couple of notches - better economy and using advice from my friend Peter Fielding to
finally sort the electrics - and I got back home here
at 11.10 p.m.. I had two difficulties with the clues (of
my own making): in Brecon I visited all the car parks
except the right one looking for the information
board; and the Lookout Memorial above Dylife,

which I mistook for another monument neary). It
took me 9 hrs 45 minutes to get to Machynlleth, the
most northerly poin and just under 7 hours to get
back home. The MZ was well suited to the mountain
roads in the Cambrian massif but limited to about 50
mph cruising on the main road sections and leaving
nothing in hand for over-taking.
The temperature was a bit chilly starting out (I
wished I had put another layer on) but the weather
brightened as I got up to the Nant-y-Moch dam.
A great day out. These navigation challenges are
just the thing to lift sprits in troubled times.

may even bump into some like-minded souls to talk
to!
Saturday and Sunday 22nd & 23rd August – Neaudd
Hotel, the Square, Llanwrtyd Wells LD5.
Val Newton, long-time member of the VMCC’s West
South Wales section, will be well known to many of
you. She is organizing an 80 mile run on Sat 22nd Aug
and a 40 mile run on Sun 23rd Aug based at the
Neaudd hotel in Llanwrtydd Wells and has offered
an open invitation to section members. If you would
like to know more, you can call Val on 07709 928416
Tuesday Sep 1st – breakfast “Ride-in” to Molly's café,
Symonds Yat West, HR9 6BZ – opens at 10:00.
Meet up for breakfast at this excellent cafe. A
chance to show off your bike and meet fellow
enthusiasts. You choose your own route there and
back. There is nothing to stop you inviting others to
join you. Please note this a change of venue. Our
original choice café “Scrumptious” in Monmouth
appears to have closed.

Many thanks to John Munday for sorting all the
locations and clues.
There is still time to attempt
both rides. Pin badges and
helmet/tool box stickers will
be awarded to all finishers
plus certificates for those
achieving
a
“medal”
standard. The cost to enter
is £0 (yes zero!). We have several mores stories of
people’s attempts at both rides, which will be
published in future issues.
Thursday 20th August - 7.00 pm at the Moon,
Mordiford HR1 4LW – Club night. As best as I can
understand the current VMCC guidance, we can’t
call this a club night in case too many people from
too many households turn up………BUT, there is
nothing to stop any individual turning up at the
Moon on that date at that time. Who knows, you

Thursday Sep 3rd – Club night (West) - The Greyhound
Hotel 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR –
7:30 p.m. onwards.
As per VMCC guidance, we can’t call this a club
night in case too many people from too many
households turn up………BUT, there is nothing to stop
anyone turning up at the Greyhound on that date
at that time. Who knows, you may even bump into
some like-minded souls.
Tuesday Sep 8th - Brunch ride-in from 11:00 onwards
- the Two Hoots Café at Devils Bridge. SY23 3JL.
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you
prefer), choose your own route there and back.
Thursday Sep 10th – “From Kington to Knighton - MidWales and the Borders ride” – meet at 10:00 for 10:30
- The Cattle shed cafe, Penrhos Court, A44, Kington
HR5 3LH.
A mixture of lanes and fast flowing empty “A” roads.
Crossing the Wye at Erwood and over the unfenced
hill roads of the Eppynt then onwards to Cwm Owen
and Garth. Stopping at Llandrindod Wells for coffee

before finishing at JD's cafe Broad Street, Knighton,
LD7 1DL, for a late lunch. 78 glorious Mid-Wales miles.
Saturday Sept 19th – Ross-on-Wye Livestock Centre,
HR9 7QQ – gates open officialy at 09:00 a.m.
After a deeply frustrating year for autojumble fans,
they are slowly returning.
John Harding has confirmed that this event will take
place. There will be appropriate COVID precautions
in place and there are no indoor stalls.
If you want to book a stall contact John Harding on
01989 750731. You might also want to track the
facebook page for any last minute information.
https://en-gb.facebook.com/South-MidlandsAutojumble-454079101421891/

MOT and service just done. Brand new Yuasa
battery. Comes with top box and rack, also has
original service book.” These bikes are competent,
robust, easy to move around the garage and a lot
of fun. This one is offered for sale at £975. The only
downside is that you’ll have to travel to Coatbridge
in Scotland to collect it!
The first generation of Hinckley Triumphs got the reborn British marque off to an excellent start and
many have remained in the same ownership from
new. Good condition machines with sensible
mileages are becoming more readily available in
our “less than £1,000” price range

have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

INTERESTING FACEBOOK PAGES
Facebook often gets a bad press and much of it is
deserved, but for the vast majority of special interest
groups it is a fantastic resource, greatly appreciated
and rarely abused by the thousands who use it. Here
are a few of the Facebook pages our readers use

Sunday Sep 20th – Café racer ride. Will take place,
but details of the start/finish and rest halts are yet to
be finalised.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

Two bikes from Facebook Market Place for this issue.
Remember, the prices are “asking” prices and you
can expect to reduce them after a bit of haggling.

This low mileage, tidy 1986 MZ TS125 is the first time
we have found an example of this popular marque,
that fits our criteria, since we started this feature,
According to the vendor, “It is in great running
condition no work required. Massive history folder of
work and receipts from over the years. Full year’s

This smart 1992 900cc triple is offered for sale at a
reasonable £995. Described by the owner as “A
lovely regular runner, owned for the last 6 years and
MOT’d until June 2021; Oil & filter changed last
month; Good tyres and new battery.” He helpfully
adds “Bad bits...one front fork weeping and the top
box is not included. Needs someone to use it and do
all the little jobs that a 29 year old bike deserves.”
The triples are not just load lugging mile munchers,
they are quick steering, with good suspension a
sprightly performance and a low seat height. The
brakes are a little “last century” and at 250kg wet,
the bike isn’t exactly light, but it would make a great
VMCC machine. (Having been deeply involved in
the design, manufacture and supply of the
bodywork for the whole range of the first generation
of Hinckley bikes, I am just a little biased, but I hope
it doesn’t affect my judgement too much. Ed)
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We

Despite a bias towards eccentric and wonderful
step-thru machines, it does what it says on the tin,
offering a range of interesting stuff and is well worth
the effort. It’s good to see groups promoting the
message that motorcycling isn’t just about
superbikes and brightly coloured leathers.
There’s more to life than collecting speeding tickets
on the A44!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3697705235738
22/

“A local page for Local people!” A wide range of
posts, so be prepared to see a lot you’re not
interested in, but there are always gems like this

early 20th Century sepia scene outside Hereford
railway station? Or this 1964 scene at the long gone
Bromyard station.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/8026760265698
53/?multi_permalinks=1629454267225354&notif_id=1
597130434002902&notif_t=group_highlights&ref=not
if

Amazingly, being a young attractive female
motorcyclist, hasn’t prevented her being followed
by more than 50,000 people!
Following her evening at The Conquest theatre in
2019, Adventure traveller and travel writer Helen
Lloyd is a name and a face well known to many of
us. Her Facebook page is both fascinating and
inspirational.

If Adventure Motorcycling is your thing, this seems to
be the Facebook page of choice. Dutch Blogger,
Noraly Schoenmaker – “Itchy Boots” – hosts the
excellent, eponymous Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/ItchyBoots/?ref=page
_internal
https://www.facebook.com/hlloyd33
Helen is currently living in North Herefordshire, has
contributed to the Newsletter and has joined us on
the odd club outing.
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=old%20
herefordshire%20pics
For lovers of Vintage and Classic off-road
motorcycling, Derek Wylde’s pedantically, but
accurately named site is the best of the best.
Access is strictly controlled – everyone can see it,
but you have to be an approved member to post to
it. Often posts are in the form of “Who is this?”
questions. (As an avid follower of Scrambling and
Trials in the 60s, I’m amazed at how few riders I can
name – Ed)

Obituary
We are sad to have to report that Abberley’s
John Stack passed away on July 21st following a
heart attack.
John who was just 70, only recently joined the
club having been inspired by Helen Lloyd’s
evening at the Conquest theatre. He is survived
by his wife Gay who offers us all this thought “Enjoy every day you have”
Rest in Peace John

